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Deyjon Bucket Bag
by Country Cow Designs

1. Read page 3 pattern notes
2. Print pages 21-34 on A4 paper*

3. Cut fabrics using the cutting chart & pattern pieces
4. Follow the instructions from page 4

The video tutorial link is on page 3
*If printing in the USA or Canada, use the “letter” paper file in the download email.
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Piece B
(Back Panel)

Piece A
(Top Trim)
Piece A
(Top Trim) Piece M

(Slip Pocket)

Pieces J & K
(Interior Zip Pocket)

Piece G
(Zipper Panel)

Piece I
(Main Lining Panel)

Piece C
(Front V Panel)Piece D

(Front Side Panel)

Piece H
(Draw-string Tie)

Piece E
(Base Accent)



STEP 1: STRAP
MATERIALS
1 x Strap
1 x Draw-string (optional for draw-string closure)

METHOD
1. Draw a line down the centre of the strap on the wrong side.

2. Fold both long edges into the centre line and press. *If using vinyl or cork,
you’ll need to use clips as well as fabric glue or double sided tape to hold it in place.

3. *Optional* If your machine struggles with bulk, you can cut 1 ⅛” x 1
⅛” squares out of your strap before assembling it. You’ll need to do this
on both ends of the strap and be careful that they’re no larger than this.
It will reduce the bulk for top-stitching the bag later.

4. Fold the strap along the centre line so you have a strap that’s 1 ½”
wide and four layers thick. Top-stitch all four edges with ⅛” SA. Top-
stitch the two long edges again, this time with ⅜” SA. *The short ends are
left raw. If you’re just starting out bag making, I recommend using a thread that matches
your fabric as this pattern includes a lot of detailed top-stitching.

*Skip to page 5 if you’re having a zip closure.

5. To create a draw-string, fold the short ends in by ½” and press. Then
draw a line down the entire length on the wrong side of the fabric.

6. Fold the long edges into the line.

7. Fold again on the original centre line so you have a piece ⅜” wide
and 4 layers thick. Sew it together on all four sides with 1/16” SA (or ⅛”
if you prefer).
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Cut out squares 1 ⅛” x 1 ⅛”


